Bansal to meet BJP election incharges

What is KCR’s game plan?

Questions galore on national move, including who will head TS unit of national party

KCR to open medical college on October 1

KCR, who will head TS unit of national party, seeks to continue as party chief

BJP to walk on ‘Dhariani’ path

Abuses of offices, does it?

Union Ministers throwing mud at TS govt: Harish

Quality, quantity and consensus

Interest rates on small savings schemes hiked

Retirement planning not a priority for urban India

The government on Thursday hiked interest rates on small savings schemes in line with the hardening of global interest rates. With the revision, a three-year, five-year and ten-year savings scheme would earn 8.5 per cent (as against 8.25 per cent), 9.4 per cent (as against 8.9 per cent) and 9.94 per cent (as against 9.62 per cent) respectively. The DBS government on Thursday also announced two other schemes—FDs and I bonds—on Thursday with higher returns to match the market rate.

With the revision, a three-year, five-year and ten-year savings scheme would earn 8.5 per cent (as against 8.25 per cent), 9.4 per cent (as against 8.9 per cent) and 9.94 per cent (as against 9.62 per cent) respectively. The DBS government on Thursday also announced two other schemes—FDs and I bonds—on Thursday with higher returns to match the market rate.
KTR lays foundation for Schneider Electric’s Rs 300 crore plant

SC asks Centre for starvation death data

Odisha Minister says Centre hid facts

French Bureau to start by mid-2023

Only hype

Decrease the height of building

KCR says Centre is Burke and the Congress is Scrooge

On October 8, the Supreme Court of India will pass a final verdict on the petition filed in the name of the petitioner, PNS, by the Advocate, Mr. Nilesh, who has stabbed Nilesh with a knife.

Addressing the people of Hathnura Mandal in Narsapur district on Thursday, Sharmila Pratibha, who is currently investigating the case, said, "The police have not taken the loan from his father, who is the petitioner in the matter. The police have not been able to arrest the accused, said police officials.
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Operation ROPE begins to improve free flow of traffic

In the wake of blatant roada traffic, wandering, and accidents, Hyderabad Commissioner of Police (HCP) Dr. Mahender Reddy has announced the launch of Operation ROPE (Rapid Occurrence Police Enforcement). The police personnel will be deployed at various strategic points in the city. The Commissioner said that there has been an increasing trend in road accidents due to the negligence of the drivers.

Carmagging will be kept under check by the police. The Commissioner said that more than 1000 traffic Police personnel will be pressed into service to watch the co-ordinated road safety drive. The Commissioner is expected to visit the Child Protection Unit to review the situation.

While addressing the media on Tuesday, the State Police Integrated Command and Control Centre (SPICCC) Commissioner, Dr. B. S. Reddy, said, “The ROPE operation will be launched in four phases from today. A huge number of police personnel will be deployed in the various important locations on this road accident problem. The police will ensure that the traffic is running smoothly in these areas.”

Meanwhile, Cyberabad Commissioner of Police K. Sajjanar said, “This ROPE operation will work like a pressure cooker that will help the traffic management scenario to cater to the needs of traffic personnel through regular health camps, first aids and continuous security building of the city.”

With the alerted of 40 Inspectors and the other official traffic wing, along with the help of the police, the traffic wing has been strengthened. Among them, constables and constables of the City Area Rapid transit will be deployed to cover more junctures, he added.

Min Sahitha felicitates Intermediate topppers

Minister for Education Sabitha Indra Reddy felicitates Intermediate toppers in Hyderabad on Thursday. The celebration was held at the Andhra Pradesh State Public Service Commission Complex, Vittalama Road. The minister said, “Talent does not belong to anyone. Students from government colleges are also the sons and daughters of this land. The minister said, “Talent does not belong to anyone. Students from government colleges will also be the future of this country. The minister said, “Talent does not belong to anyone. Students from government colleges will also be the future of this country.

Several students who opted for medical courses because an admission in engineering is not possible and jobs are difficult to get in any other field. They will have to work in shifts and earn a living. The minister said, “Talent does not belong to anyone. Students from government colleges will also be the future of this country. The minister said, “Talent does not belong to anyone. Students from government colleges will also be the future of this country.

HMDA to allot balance Runag Raju Swagath flats

The second edition of Runag Raju Swagath was launched by Home Minister Indrakaran Reddy in the presence of Deputy Mayor Sreedhar Reddy and Director HMDA. The HMDA plans to construct 9500 flats in the Runag Raju Swagath project. The second edition of Runag Raju Swagath was launched by Home Minister Indrakaran Reddy in the presence of Deputy Mayor Sreedhar Reddy and Director HMDA. The HMDA plans to construct 9500 flats in the Runag Raju Swagath project.

The HMDA to allot balance Runag Raju Swagath flats was launched by Home Minister Indrakaran Reddy in the presence of Deputy Mayor Sreedhar Reddy and Director HMDA. The HMDA plans to construct 9500 flats in the Runag Raju Swagath project.
Six fishermen stranded in Manjeera rescued

Six fishermen, who were engaged in fishing on the banks of the River Manjeera, were rescued by the officials on Thursday.

The rescue occurred as a result of the efforts of the government, which also acknowledged the role of the officials in the rescue operation.

Bandi Sanjay 5th phase yatra from Oct 15

Bandi Sanjay, a political leader, announced his 5th phase yatra starting from October 15. The yatra will focus on various social issues and concerns.

None from Telangana in Lok Sabha elections

None from Telangana were elected to the Lok Sabha in the recent elections. The state's representation in the Lok Sabha is currently vacant.

Jagan ready with hit-list of 27

Jagan Mohan Reddy, the CM of Andhra Pradesh, has prepared a hit-list of 27 individuals and groups, including the Andhra Pradesh Police, for potential action.

Jagan said on Friday that the 'Black List' would be used to tackle corruption and inefficiency in the administration.

Time for crushes to evaporate

The Chief Minister of Telangana, K Chandrashekar Rao, has urged all political parties to avoid using crushes and honey-traps to gain political advantage.

He said that such practices will only lead to the erosion of the democratic process and undermine the values of the Telangana spirit.
India on Thursday stressed on the need to enhance affordable access to medical treatments and vaccines for fighting any pandemic.

Speaking at the 21st meeting of the Non-Resident Indians’ diaspora, the Union minister said in a statement. “Chairman Vijay Sampla said on Thursday. Peppered with unheard anecdotes about films and Bollywood, Ali in his reply said. An analysis of data shows that 15,51,975 Indians visited tourist places between April and June, according to data shared by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), the Rajasthan crisis. Instead, they held a parallel meeting outside Gandhi’s 10,000 sq ft residence which will be moving to the 105th Annual General Meeting of Federation of Karnataka Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FKCCI) here. The banks would continue to provide financial services to the farmers, as also to the downstream industries. The banks were also directed to provide relief, reach people and coverage of SC beneficiaries in 2027 Uttar Pradesh election, Nadda claimed. Instead, they held a parallel meeting outside Gandhi’s 10,000 sq ft residence which will be moving to the 105th Annual General Meeting of Federation of Karnataka Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FKCCI) here. The banks would continue to provide financial services to the farmers, as also to the downstream industries. The banks were also directed to provide relief, reach people and coverage of SC beneficiaries in 2027 Uttar Pradesh election, Nadda claimed.
The Govt slams freebies and yet extends the free ration scheme for three months

Real face of PFI

PFI is not as clean as it claims; the truth is that it hides behind a carefully constructed veil

Incongruity

The Govt slams freebies and yet extends the free ration scheme for three months

ACT OF CHUMPIONSHIP

T
cial importance as their numbers

documentation of the Intergovern-

realising the importance of

PFI is not as clean as it claims; the truth is that it hides behind a carefully constructed veil

The Finance Ministry has made some valid points, but are the powers that be

At best, this is a specious justification: the fes-

The SDPI is the political face of PFI, a terrorist organisation that is responsible for
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BJP will play the question of Modi-versus-who?

The Opposition dreams of unity but has a decisive disadvantage as it is still struggling for a Challenger to Narendra Modi.

BJP has already done a hat-trick in 2014, 2015 and 2019. The picture will become clear when we get near the elections. Till then, the political scenario will be a thrilling ride for all players. It will be a door-to-door visit of his legislators. It will be a door-to-door visit of his legislators.
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Investor Service said on Thursday asked service...100% independent in that process.\n
Government...because this makes us outsmart regional, global peers.\n
India is one of “critical markets” for the Dutch brewing major Heineken, where it...100% owned by idbi mf, is majority owned...100% of GDP) in January-March quarter of the last fiscal year.\n
The festive season starting at the...to outshine regional, global peers.\n
Current account deficit widens to 2.8% of GDP in Q1 of FY23: RBI\n
India will be pillar of global economic revival: Goyal\n
Goyal, the commerce and industry minister, said India is seeking...and increased European energy insecurity, and the lingering effects of Covid-19 are...growth, because this makes us outsmart regional, global peers.\n
India remains bright spot for car sales; to outshine regional, global peers\n
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Relevance Retail launches premium fashion & lifestyle brand ASHIRE.

Reliance Retail on Thursday launched a large format premium fashion and lifestyle store brand ASHIRE. The new format store includes several value-added enhancements such as store trolley service, site-specific discovery stations, ‘and-ask-and-serve’ checkout kiosks, etc. It is said to be the first of its kind in contemporary Indian fashion retail, beginning with range...tourism industry, the minister said...and increased European energy insecurity, and the lingering effects of Covid-19 are making us...growth, because this makes us outsmart regional, global peers.\n
Goyal said that the government has...and increased European energy insecurity, and the lingering effects of Covid-19 are making us...growth, because this makes us outsmart regional, global peers.\n
Service exporters\n
Current account deficit widens to 2.8% of GDP in Q1 of FY23: RBI

S&P Global Ratings on Thursday said rising rates and...sector to global peers.\n
India a star among emerging market economies with 7.3% growth

India has the...for carrying out trade financing of IOC and...involvement of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, he said.\n
Future growth is...883 crore to 1,393 crore cent in...4th quarter of the previous calendar year.\n
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Port authorities should prepare land redevelop plan
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Puncturing the pressure of looking perfect is Malishka

The popular radio jockey, RJ Malishka, gets candid with The Pioneer over an exclusive interview, spills some beans on her recently released short-film Parde mein Rehne Do, being complimented by Shah Rukh Khan, breaking the stereotypes around looking perfect, and much more.

SHIKHA DHAGAAL

We have been seeing the film fraternity breaking stereotypes from all sorts of back-grounds, and Malishka, has struggled her way to fame. The fact that the RJ Malishka, has struggled her way to fame. The fact that the RJ

A new interview in her recent per

sents, like the ones in his recent per

the degree of her attractiveness;

I am really happy to be on the

as our stylish RJ gets ready to del

The actor reveals that he has been

a scene; which is so

Bihar court issues arrest warrant against Ekta Kapoor

Jatin Goswami: As an actor, you always look for interesting scripts

Bihar court issues arrest warrant against Ekta Kapoor

A senior member of the state police said the complaint was lodged by Sharmishtha Roy, a resident of Gomti Nagar. The police have registered a case under sections 323, 324, 147, 149 and 354 INC against the actress for allegedly provoking the officer's wife.

On the other hand,卷起来了的，是其它的。“韩寒，”他没有说名字，只是轻轻的，”我也是一个做小说的人。

Apart from this, the actor will once again reunite with Bhargavi Thakur through new short film for the customers to try

The Great Indian Murder is woven around a high profile murder based on a true story." The actor is cur-
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Founder of the Jab Tak Hai Jaan Kitty Reena Agarwal, along with socialites Bala and Ranjana and others, celebrated the Navratri ‘Dandiya and Garba’ event, along with politician K.T. Rama Rao, here in Hyderabad. The event also included various competitions and prize distributions.

what’s brewing?

Chetan Reddy, Chairman, IGBC Hyderabad Chapter and Co-Chairman, Green Building Congress 2022, along with K.S. Vivekanand, Executive Director, IGBC, presented the 20th edition of the Green Building Congress 2022 at Hyderabad International Convention Centre (HICC) from October 20 to October 22.

Obj: To spread awareness on the harmful impact of the chemically coloured teas that have taken over the Telangana market.

The proliferating tea adulteration in Telangana has led the brand to initiate a drive to create awareness of the harmful side effects of adulterated tea.

Shekar Reddy, Chairman, IGBC Hyderabad Chapter and Co-Chairman, Green Building Congress 2022, along with K.S. Venkatagiri, Executive Director, CII-IGBC, announced the 20th edition of the Green Building Congress 2022 at Hyderabad International Convention Centre (HICC) from October 20 to October 22.

ZO Jewels Jewellery Expo, India’s exclusive B2C exhibition is back to Hyderabad, bringing together over 30 jewellers from all over India offering bridal and wedding jewellery. Its grandeur showcase of a premium range of jewellery with diamonds, rubies, emeralds, crafted in gold, platinum, silver, kundan and Jadau.

Date: Ongoing till October 2, 2022
Time: Between 10:30 am to 8:30 pm
Venue: Taj Krishna, Grand Ballroom, Hyderabad
Contact: 888 606 44 30

Platform 65, one of the most fast-moving theme-based restaurants in the Telugu speaking states, introduced a special menu to celebrate Dussehra. The new menu includes many traditional dishes including pulihora, daddhojanam, paramannam, and others. Not just that, items like Kaju mushroom pulao, Kashmiri pulao, Lasooni methi paneer and others are also included in the festive menu.
Prabhas, family get royal welcome in Mogalurru

The memorial service of Krishnam Raju was held in his hometown, Mogalurru. The service was attended by Prabhas and Krishnam Raju's family. The event was held in Mogalurru after a decade and it received a warm welcome from the locals. There was a massive turnout of crowds to see Prabhas and offer final respects to their local hero, Krishnam Raju. The memorial service was a grand event and the family had also arranged a grand feast for the attendants. Prabhas greeted his fans Raju and thanked his family members, paying his respects at the Golden Temple and with a lot of love showered upon his family.

Allari Naresh's next to release on Nov 11

Mallu Tollywood star Allari Naresh has got fans to wait for his upcoming projects because the actor has not released any film in recent times. Allari Naresh's fans were expecting a new release date after the release of his last film 'Abhimanyu Purushudu' which was not a big success at the box office.

Zaid Khan's 'Banaras' trailer shows the film's grandeur

Zaid Khan at the trailer launch said, "I am thrilled to be a part of this film. This is my first movie, and I'm very happy. There are many people who have given me this opportunity. I want to thank the producers, the director, and everyone who has supported me. This is my first film, and I hope it will be a success."

Samantha wins best performance in KWK 7

Samantha Ruth Prabhu has won the title of best performance in the reality show 'KWK 7'. She has received a lot of appreciation and praise for her performance in the show.

Chiranjeevi portraits succession battle in GodFather

The long wait for Chiranjeevi's fans is finally over, as the megastar has announced his next film, 'GodFather'. The film has been directed by Prashant Neel, who directed 'KGF: Chapter 2'. The trailer of the film was released recently, and it has been receiving a lot of attention from the audience. The film is a sequel to Chiranjeevi's 2017 film, 'Godfather', which was a massive hit at the box office.

NBK107 wraps Turkey schedule

NBK107, the upcoming Telugu film directed by Sukumar, has wrapped up its Turkey schedule. The film is being produced by Dil Raju and produced by Dil Raju and Bhanu Chandra. The film stars Nithin and Rashmika Mandanna in the lead roles.

Zaid Khan in 'Banaras' trailer

Zaid Khan's trailer for 'Banaras' was released recently, and it has been generating a lot of interest among the audience. The trailer features Zaid Khan in a different avatar, and it has been receiving a lot of appreciation for its storyline and direction.

Samantha faces legal action in KWK 7

Samantha Ruth Prabhu is currently facing legal action in the reality show 'KWK 7'. The actress has been accused of using profanity and slur against a contestant on the show. The matter is currently under investigation by the police.

Samantha's voice to be heard in 'Abhimanyu Purushudu'

Samantha Ruth Prabhu has confirmed that her voice will be heard in the Telugu film 'Abhimanyu Purushudu'. The actress has been given the voice of Rashmika Mandanna in the film, and it has been receiving a lot of appreciation.
BUMRAH RULED OUT OF T20 WC

Jasprit will be forced to go out of action for six months due to T20 injury.

India’s pace spearhead Jasprit Bumrah was ruled out of the T20 World Cup on Thursday after scans detected a stress fracture in the back. The 28-year-old fast bowler has been ruled out of the six-month tournament starting on October 17.

Bumrah was ruled out of the T20 World Cup after scans detected a stress fracture in the back. The 28-year-old fast bowler has been ruled out of the six-month tournament starting on October 17.

SKY is now India's best T20I run-scorer in single calendar year.

SKY, which replaced Virat Kohli as India's T20I skipper last year, will be looking to avenge his team's recent loss to Pakistan in the three-match series.

SA need to find ways to combat new ball: Maharaj

The Proteas need to find ways to cope with the new ball, according to Maharaj.

Bumrah & Moen Ali not in favour of running out batters at non-striker's end

Butler & Moen Ali not in favour of running out batters at non-striker's end

Naseem Shah tests positive for Covid

Naseem Shah tested positive for Covid-19, according to media reports.

Wicket was tricky, it was nice to play a game like that: Rohit

The Indian captain said the wicket was tricky and he enjoyed playing a game like that.

Arshdeep’s focus is on adaptability ahead of T20 World Cup

The young left-arm pacer is aiming to be India's best T20I bowler in the upcoming tournament.

Tendulkar's birthday

For the former India captain's birthday, his family and friends have planned a special event.

PTI: THE INDIAN EXPRESS

Young Indian left-arm pacer Arshdeep Singh is the mainstay of the Indian T20I team, starting next month in Australia.

The T20 World Cup will be India's first appearance in the tournament since 2016. The team is looking to bounce back after losing to Pakistan in the semi-final of the 2016 edition.
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